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Reducing
emergency
department visits

Ask us about how
Positive Eight™
will help to mobilize
your residents and
prevent falls.

Mobility and activation can improve
physical and cognitive health of the
resident, which can in turn reduce
the risk of falls, injury or hazard.
The Positive Eight principle connects the physiological and
emotional benefits of the more active and capable resident with
the occupational health and safety of the staff. At Arjo, we are
working together with residents, caregivers, clinicians, architects
and facilities to emphasize the importance of the environment,
equipment and working techniques in promoting improved
health, wellness and safe, effective care.
Arjo … with people in mind.

Ask us how we can help!
Arjo Canada Inc. · 90 Matheson Blvd West, Suite 350 · Mississauga, ON, L5R 3R3 · 800-665-4831 · Info.Canada@arjo.com
www.arjo.com
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Mobility is key to
falls prevention

Not Your Standard
Bus Dealership

Because accessibility shouldn’t limit our adventures.
Give your residents the sense of adventure they’re longing for. Our wide selection of long term
care buses are built to ensure the safety and comfort of your residents, while promoting freedom
and independence through accessible platforms. Whether its private or commercial applications, all
products are customizable to meet the customers exact needs and budget.
Crestline has Certified Service Centres across Canada and offers leasing and financing options to
accommodate any budget. Contact us today to schedule a demonstration.

Download the Crestline Bus Solutions eBook | crestlinecoach.com | 888.887.6886 | info@crestlinecoach.com

WE CARE

to be different.

Customized service backed by clinical excellence,
world class technology and programs.

We go beyond the prescription to provide exceptional quality of care. When you partner
with us, you receive pharmacy services from a leading Canadian* service provider, that has
been helping long-term care homes reach their goals for over 40 years. Our services are
customizable to the unique needs of your business and our team is dedicated to serving
your residents with compassion and care.
For more information on how we can help your business, and your residents,
connect with us at: Info@RexallHealthSolutions.ca
*excluding Quebec
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Safeway Pharmacy
is proud to be Your Partner
in Continuing Care:
• Clinical Support
• Innovative, customized
pharmacy solutions
• Electronic Medication
Administration system �eMAR)
• Sobeys listed as sector champion* for honesty
and transparency
• Our CEO named CEO of the Year**
*2018 Leger Corporate Reputation Study ** The Globe & Mail CEO of the Year

For more information please contact:
Anna Kownacki Manager, Business Development
anna.kownacki@sobeys.com or 604-679-2800

at
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INSPIRING TRUST
BY DELIVERING ON OUR PROMISES
For six decades we’ve been a trusted partner for nursing and retirement homes
providing exceptional pharmaceutical care for seniors throughout Canada. Our
strength is in our people. Medical Pharmacies' highly experienced and qualified team
is committed to delivering the best service to ensure your residents always get the
superior support they deserve.
First pharmacy in North America to build integrated functionality to
PointClickCare®'s eMAR solution
Proprietary online clinical and safety applications for medications
Platinum member of Canada’s 50 Best Managed Companies

Medical Pharmacies Group Limited
medicalpharmacies.com · 1-866-689-3169

THIS IS LONG TERM CARE 2019

Join the conversation in Toronto September 2019
By Vinita Haroun & Dan Levitt

T

he Ontario Long Term Care Association is partnering
with the renowned Global Ageing Network in
September 2019 to bring their flagship biennial
conference back to Canada for the first time in 20 years.
We’ve combined the Association’s annual research and
innovation conference, This is Long Term Care, with the
Global Ageing Network for an exceptional hybrid event
that offers triple the content. This partnership will allow
us to tackle a broader slate of issues and developments
common to all seniors’ care professionals, regardless
of where they live. Our goal is to leverage international
expertise to give attendees a wider spectrum of
perspectives, best practices, and insights from around
the world.
Among other topics, we’ll be discussing the rise of
dementia, the push for industry innovation, the latest
thinking on physical design, and how to attract and retain
the talent required to support this burgeoning sector.
Workforce planning is one of the biggest issues facing
seniors’ care organizations, and it’s a topic that the
conference will cover from multiple angles. More of our

This is Long Term Care 2019 will be held
September 17 – 19 at the Beanfield Centre
in Toronto.
To learn more and to register,
please visit thisisltc2019.com.
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workforce is entering the older demographic and fewer
young people are taking their place. Why not? How do
we keep our workforce strong, and what innovations
are needed so that we can do our best for our seniors’
population? These are some of the questions we’ll be
answering together.
Other highlights of the conference will include a series of
sub-plenary sessions such as That’s Debatable, a forum on
international hot topics with four global aged care leaders;
the latest research examining the future of long-term care
home models; and the popular Innovators’ Den, which
gives entrepreneurs the stage to pitch new products and
services to a panel of industry experts.
There is tremendous value in having aged care
representatives from all over the globe in the same venue.
When we only focus on our own jurisdictions, we end
up perpetuating the status quo and evolving at a slower
pace. As the population ages, we all need to be paying
closer attention to how other jurisdictions are dealing with
today’s challenges, and the new ideas they’re incorporating
to provide the best possible care to people who can no
longer live independently. LTCT

Vinita Haroun is Director, Research and Knowledge Translation at the Ontario Long Term Care
Association and This is Long Term Care conference
program lead. Dan Levitt is Executive Director of
B.C.’s Tabor Village, Adjunct Professor in Gerontology at Simon Fraser University, Adjunct Professor
in the School of Nursing at the University of British
Columbia, and Canada’s representative on the
Board of the Global Ageing Network.

CONTACT US TO LEARN WHY LTC HOMES CHOOSE
ACHIEVA HEALTH© AS THEIR PHYSIOTHERAPY PROVIDER
ACHIEVA HEALTH© Services



























Continuous Quality Improvement
Standardized Physiotherapy Programs
Standardized Electronic Assessments
Standardized Equipment
Nursing Rehab & Restorative Care Program
Falls Prevention Program
Least Restraints Program
Continence Management Program
Osteoporosis Management Program
Arthritis & Pain Management Program
Alzheimer’s Rehab Program
Sensory Stimulation Program
Skin & Wound Care Program
Stroke Rehab & Wellness Program
Parkinson’s & Neuro Rehab Program
Chest Therapy & COPD Program
Pre & Post Surgical Rehab Program
Occupational Therapy Program
Seating & Mobility Program (ADP Program)
Speech Language Pathology Program
Dysphagia Program
Communication Program
Ergonomic Programs
Injury Prevention & Back Education
FCEs/PDAs/JSAs
Independent Medical Evaluations for Staff

ACHIEVA HEALTH

Toll Free: 1-888-489-8888
Tel: 416-489-8888
info@achievahealth.ca www.achievahealth.ca

Carefoam has been helping staff solve
Long Term Care seating challenges for
over 14 years.
Our chairs safely seat non-ambulatory residents that require
accommodation for positioning, and to reduce injury from
uncontrolled movements or dementia related agitation.
Check the chairs out at www.carefoam.com

Contact us for more information or to arrange
for a demonstration and evaluation.

canadasales@carefoam.com
866 332 3356

Manufacturer of

HYGIENE CARE and
PATIENT HANDLING
SOLUTIONS
Quality – Reliability – Innovation
Service and installation

1-800-442-2246

ConfortMedic.ca
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Advertorial

All the Buzz About Medical Cannabis
and Seniors’ Health

When 90-year old Wendy Thorburn
got the news that her 60 year-old
daughter needed hip surgery – she
knew it was going to be a tough
and painful recovery. Together,
they started researching and
educating themselves on their
options.
To their surprise, one of the doctors
consulted suggested they look at
medical cannabis as an alternative
solution.
“I’d never used recreational drugs
growing up, and never in my
wildest dreams did I think I’d be
advocating for the use of cannabis
for my loved ones, friends or
myself,” said Thorburn, the Vice
President of the Residents’ Council
at Arbour Heights Long-Term Care
Residence who up to then, viewed
cannabis as a recreational drug.
“But the more I learned about it, I

came to realize that Canada is at the
forefront of innovating cannabis use –
and it’s not about smoking – many of us
are interested in cannabis oils.”
While Thorburn is not a medical
cannabis patient, she is a staunch
advocate for her peers. She says it
comes down to education, open
dialogue and an open mind.
According to Statistics Canada, seniors
are the largest growing demographic
group in Canada and its precisely this
peer group that is the most curious.
Dr. Jonas Vanderzwan, a primary care
physician for more than 15 years and
now the medical director at WeedMD
has been practicing cannabis medicine
since 2014, having assessed and treated
some 1,200 patients with medical
cannabis. “What’s perhaps more
fascinating than the speciﬁcs of the
medical success stories is the speed at

TSX-V: WMD.V
OTC:WDDMF
FSE:4WE

www.weedmd.com
orders@weedmd.com
1-844-933-3636
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Resident-Centred Home of the Year
Revera’s Longfields Manor enhances
a sense of community and connection

E

ach year, long-term care residents across Ontario
can nominate their home to receive a ResidentCentred Home of the Year Award. Being nominated
is an honour unto itself; being selected to receive the
award brings additional validation, as the decision is made
by long-term care home residents from the board of the
Ontario Association of Residents’ Councils.
In 2018, the OLTCA Resident-Centred Home of the Year
Award was given to Revera’s Longfields Manor in Nepean
for their focus on including the residents’ voice and
enhancing a sense of community and connection.
It starts on admission, when staff work with families to
decorate and re-configure the resident’s room. Families are
also given a welcome package, which includes a “Getting
to Know You” form that is used as a launching pad to
discuss the resident’s specific needs, wants and history.
This information is continually reviewed, updated and
communicated to ensure care is reflective of their ongoing
needs and preferences.
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“It’s a simple step, but this form helps staff to start
conversations related to the resident’s personal interests
and history, and that in turn helps to build trusting
relationships,” says Tracy Hall-Konink, Executive Director at
Longfields Manor.
The home also took on some environmental changes.
With input from residents, their families and staff, the
management team recently rejuvenated its central
gathering room and created a new games room in the
process. Staff also took the lead in creating an Activities
of Daily Living sheet to be posted in each resident’s room,
ensuring that specific details regarding their care and their
preferences can be easily accessed during regular care
routines.
The home conducts an annual third-party satisfaction
survey, which is done by volunteers either individually or
in groups so that residents feel comfortable providing
feedback. An action plan for each area that needs
improvement as well as the results are discussed openly at
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the Residents’ Council, Family Council, and at staff town
hall meetings. The home has an open-door policy for
residents and families to approach managers at any time
and a commitment to proactively identify and address
any concerns.
The management team also works closely with their
Residents’ Council, involving them in the planning of all
aspects of resident activities. Together, they plan cultural
programs, community involvement, religious/spiritual
programs, welcome lunches, and social programs to foster
friendships in the home. There are also special rituals at the
end of life so that residents can be honoured and mourned
by their friends in the home as well as their families. The
home has a hospitality suite which includes a private
ensuite bathroom and shower that is available for family
members to stay overnight, especially when their family
member is at end of life.
Community engagement is another key piece of
the Longfields Manor approach. The home hosts
intergenerational programs that include high school
students and a mother/baby group, community yard sales,
and fundraising for local charities. The Humane Society
visits for pet therapy; a local ice cream truck
comes weekly.

“Life interests don’t stop when walking through the doors
of our home,” says Jim Stevenson, the Residents’ Council
President. “I can honestly say that the environment has
shifted over the past year to create a community within. I
personally feel empowered and part of a family where my
opinions are valued.” LTCT

BE THE BEST
OF BOTH.
Advance your career in healthcare in just 12
months with the UBC Master of Health
Leadership and Policy degree.
With a unique combination of graduate-level courses
from the UBC School of Nursing and the UBC Sauder
School of Business, this hybrid professional master’s
degree will give you the skills and confidence to take
your career in new directions.

Learn more at mhlp.ubc.ca/OLTCA.

Master of
Health Leadership
and Policy

www.oltca.com
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Promoting Health by Preventing Error.

Stop the risk of repetitive
strain injuries by using Manrex’s

Pill Crushers
Calm-Press®
Maximum force, minimum
effort... smooth and easy.

Silent Knight®
Crushes and grinds
at the same time!

Powdercrush®

Avoid workplace
related injuries with
Manrex’s height adjustable

From pills to powder with
the push of a button!

6” Adjustable Height

Adjustright Cart

Mention this ad
at time of ordering
and receive

250 OFF

$

your cart

tf 1.800.665.7652

fax 204.453.6350

sales@manrex.com

manrex.com
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Quality
Improvement
Team of the Year
A comprehensive falls
prevention program at
St. George Care Community
wins accolades
Showcasing the falls prevention kit

S

20

t. George Care Community in downtown Toronto, a
Sienna Senior Living community, provides specialized
care to a varied population of residents, including those
with mental health issues and addictions, dementia, and
responsive behaviours.

In 2016, St. George’s fall rates were above the provincial
average. In response, the following year the team
implemented a falls prevention plan to assess contributing
factors that put residents at risk for falls, with an increased
focus on residents at high risk of falls and those with a
history of frequent falls. The team used four main strategies:

The community was recently recognized by the Ontario
Long Term Care Association with a 2018 Quality
Improvement Team of the Year Award, honouring their work
in reducing the fall rates by 12% in one year.

•	Falls committee meetings were increased from a
quarterly basis to every month so the team could
discuss and evaluate the falls prevention strategies
more frequently and proactively.

LONG TERM CARE TODAY
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•	The team created a post-fall
analysis form for all personal
support workers to complete
after a fall.
•	The falls committee created
individualized falls prevention
plans after every fall, including
reviewing the post-fall analysis
form, completing interviews
with the care team, and doing a
root-cause analysis.
•	A falls prevention toolkit was
developed for each home area,

and all team members were
educated on the use of the kit.
Fewer residents are experiencing
falls-related injuries, which has also
led to a drop in visits to the hospital
emergency departments. The rate of
falls at St. George is now well below
the provincial average.
The secret to their success, says
Georgina Njoku, Director of Care, is
that the care team is empowered and
encouraged to take accountability
for falls prevention, knowing that

everyone plays an important role in
resident safety. For example, each
PSW follows the falls prevention
checklist, and gives a falls report to
the next shift. The need to provide this
report with every shift change keeps
falls prevention top-of-mind.
“Our staff go to extraordinary lengths
to prevent their assigned residents
from falling,” says Njoku. “PSWs tell us
that each day their residents do not
have a fall, they feel they have done a
good job for the people in their care.
They feel empowered and successful.”
“We learned that for falls prevention
strategies to be effective, all team
members need to be involved, from
leadership to the entire care team,”
adds Njoku. “The goal is to have
everyone involved in the planning,
implementation and evaluation of our
program. Regular communication
helps our program remain successful
and keeps residents safe.”
The St. George program has drawn
outside interest. St. George staff have
shared their strategy and lessons
learned with sister homes throughout
Sienna Senior Living and is hosting
representatives from other long-term
care homes to learn more about their
successful program. LTCT

At Sherrard Kuzz LLP we
collaborate with our clients
to anticipate and avoid
human resources problems.
We know proactive steps
today will prevent painful
headaches tomorrow.
From human rights to health
and safety, and everything
in between…

If you’re an employer,
we’re the only call
you need to make.
24 HOUR 416.420.0738
Plan to visit us at booth
experience,
thewill be
number
626ensuring
where we
delivery
of high
and
presenting
ourquality
new name;
comprehensive
dietetic
Urbshott Faulds Dietetics
services!
Professional Corporation.
For more
us
Julie
andinformation,
Sarah lookemail
forward
@ sarah@faulds.ca
or
go
to
to carrying on BB&A’s
ourtrademark,
website: excellence in
www.barkerblagrave.com
dietetic
practice in Long Term
Care Homes across Ontario.

sherrardkuzz.com | 416.603.0700 | 24 Hour 416.420.0738
250 Yonge St #3300, Toronto, ON M5B 2L7 |
@sherrardkuzz
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sarah@barkerblagrave.com (519) 550-3369
julie@barkerblagrave.com (226) 927-7029
www.barkerblagrave.com

NationalPharmacy
Your Specialized Partner in Care
LET US CARE FOR YOU, SO YOU CAN CARE FOR THEM.

Total Solution TM _________

e

Our personalized service separates us from the rest!

Available to all NP clients; easy to
use; customized to suit your needs,
keep your residents informed on any
upcoming events and activities

Consulting

Our certified geriatric pharmacists
will meet with the staff and residents
on a regular basis to ensure only
the highest level of satisfaction.

escriptTip
Keeping staff and residents
informed and educated on current
health awareness programs and tips.

8webPortal
Effective and efficient use
of tablet technology for physicians
to send prescriptions to the
pharmacy.

Advanced technology to transmit
information to the pharmacy;
reducing time and effort and
creating greater clarity.

®education

®eMAR

Educating caregivers to help provide
the best quality of life.

From training to implementation,
we will hold your hand.

E-mail: info@nationalpharmacy.ca
Tel: 1-877-265-8365
Fax: 1-877-265-5524

Allowing facilities and physicians to
log in to instantly view and download
residence profiles and forms.

eMar partners with all companies including:

PointClickCare·
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Workplace
of the Year
Chartwell Aylmer and
F.J. Davey’s stories
inspired awards
judges

Chartwell Aylmer

Judges for the 2018 Ontario Long Term Care Association Workplace of the Year
Award decided two homes merited recognition for their exceptional efforts:
Chartwell Aylmer Long Term Care Residence and the F.J. Davey Home.
CHARTWELL AYLMER:
ENHANCING STAFF
ORIENTATION AND
RECOGNITION

I

n recent years, Chartwell Aylmer has
taken measures to strengthen their
workplace through numerous staff
hiring, training and retention initiatives.
These include involving residents
in the hiring interview process, as
well as a redesigned PSW “new
hire” experience with a streamlined
documentation process, extended
orientation period, new tools and
designated support resources to
help new arrivals feel welcomed and
equipped to assume their role.
“We wanted to make our onboarding
process more inviting for new
staff and improve the experience
for existing staff as well,” says Lori
Demaiter, Administrator at Chartwell
Aylmer. “Rather than starting a new
PSW in the morning, we switched to
starting new PSWs on the evening
shift and extending the orientation
period to make sure they are
comfortable and prepared to work all
shifts and all floors. It makes it easier
for staff who are training and a better
experience all around.”

24
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Further staff initiatives include a
staff appreciation week in May.
Chartwell Aylmer brought in a
popular motivational speaker, foot
care specialists, special meals
and implemented peer-to-peer
recognition activities.

Feedback from these initiatives has
been overwhelmingly positive and
the staff retention rate has
improved significantly.

The centrepiece of the week was
a “Spreading the Sunshine” activity,
where staff were asked to record
positive attributes they appreciate
about their co-workers on a
personalized scroll and paper “suns,”
which were then presented to
each member.

1. Involve residents in the interview
process. “The impact is stunning for
both residents and potential staff,”
she says.

“When we asked staff to confidentially
tell us something they like or
admire about their co-workers,
we were pleasantly surprised with
the responses – there was a lot!”
Demaiter says. “When we handed
them out, staff were visibly moved
by the kind words that were shared.
The recognition from their peers –
people they respect and who really
know what they do – meant a lot.”
The paper suns can still be found
throughout the home on people’s
desks, cabinets and bulletin boards.
“It brought a positive energy that still
lingers,” Demaiter adds.

Spring/Summer 2019

When asked for advice for other
homes, Demaiter had three tips:

2. For new hires, consider
implementing changes to their
start time, orientation tools, length
of training and designated contact
person to help them through the
process. They need to feel welcome
and valued as part of the team.
3. Find ways for staff to learn that the
people they work with think they are
amazing. Encourage them to share
their stories and look for the ‘Wow’
moments that put the people (both
residents and staff) before the tasks.
“Having a longer orientation may
sound daunting and unaffordable, but
you will have much better retention
rates and a dedicated group of staff,”
says Demaiter. “And involving residents

QUALITY & INNOVATION AWARDS 2018

in hiring is key. Staff have told us how
the interaction has touched them,
how powerful it is to look at that
resident and say ‘I will be here for you
and I’m committed to providing you
with great care.’”

F.J. DAVEY HOME:
ADDRESSING WORKPLACE
VIOLENCE

T

he F.J. Davey Home in Sault Ste.
Marie has taken a number of steps
over the years to provide its staff with
the resources and training to enjoy
a positive and healthy workplace.
That includes promoting open
communication, enforcing policies
that uphold the respect and safety
of its staff, and ensuring leadership is
available to assist staff in dealing with
difficult issues and events.
Supporting staff by addressing
workplace violence is a particular
focus for F.J. Davey. Workplace
violence is an issue throughout health
care and F.J. Davey’s leadership
committed to developing and
maintaining a workplace culture
where workers are treated with
respect by managers, coworkers,
residents and members of the public,
and where incidents are dealt with
promptly and effectively as they arise.
“Health care workers are at high risk
of violence and harassment in the
workplace and yet it’s become very
normalized,” says Kerry Gartshore,
Staff Educator. The home enforces
a “zero tolerance” policy regarding

violence against staff and conducts
regular awareness and training
activities. In particular, the home’s
Joint Health & Safety Team conducted
a body mapping exercise where
staff identified the areas of the body
where they had been affected by
workplace violence and harassment.
The results were analyzed and used
to inform a Violence in the Workplace
Presentation by the staff, which was
later presented to other homes in
the region and to the Local Health
Integration Network.
“These activities created a big
shift for our staff in knowing that
management was listening, that they
were encouraged to report incidents,
and that the home really cared about
them working in a safe and healthy
work environment,” says Gartshore.

team’s many achievements. In
addition, adds Gartshore, the team has
relied on strong communication and
buy-in from all team members.
“We’ve created an atmosphere where
staff are treated with respect, and
they have the proper supports and
services required to help do their jobs
well. Despite a health care staffing
shortage, we are having success with
recruitment and retention.” LTCT

F.J. DAVEY’S
FINDINGS ON
WORKPLACE
VIOLENCE

Thanks in large part to these initiatives,
the home reports a dramatic increase
in staff morale and engagement and
a positive energy that has enabled it
to move forward with more team and
culture-building initiatives. It has also
had an effect on staff recruitment and
retention. The home received 95% on
their 2017 Safety Group Audit Report.
Building a strong workplace culture
is an ongoing mission. F.J. Davey’s
progress to date is attributed to
keeping both staff and residents
alike constantly in the loop about
culture-change initiatives, giving
staff opportunities for professional
development, and celebrating the

•	Violence includes physical
and psychological actions
•	Impacts on staff include
an increase in sick time,
loss of motivation, fatigue
and apathy
•	Understaffing contributes
to resident frustration,
boredom, fear and
anger which can lead to
aggression toward health
care staff
•	As a result of resident
violence, health
care workers suffer
psychological distress

RECOMMENDED
PREVENTION
STRATEGIES
INCLUDE:
•	Training to diffuse
violent situations
•	Enact and enforce a “zero
tolerance” policy regarding
violence against staff
•	Support, establish, and
maintain a violence-free
workplace culture
F.J. Davey
www.oltca.com
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Quality Improvement
Innovation of the Year
peopleCare launches the first Clinical Pharmacy Model
in long-term care in Canada

T

ransition from the hospital to a long-term care home
on admission or re-admission is a vulnerable period
for older adults, particularly with the increased
clinical complexity of Ontario long-term care residents.
To support these transitions, peopleCare Communities,
in partnership with Hogan Pharmacy Partners, set out to
improve clinical outcomes and release time back to direct
nursing care for residents on admission and re-admission
through a pharmacist-led medication reconciliation
(PLMR) process.
In 2017, peopleCare Communities was awarded a
$500,000 grant from the Ontario Healthcare Technologies
Fund – the largest-ever single grant awarded by the
program. peopleCare collaborated with Hogan Pharmacy
Partners, eHealth Ontario, the LTC eConnect program, and
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PointClickCare to launch the first Clinical Pharmacy Model
including PLMR and Automated Dispensing Cabinets in a
Canadian long-term care environment.
Third party research conducted by a team from the
University of Windsor led by Dr. Anne Snowdon shows the
value of pharmacist-led medication reconciliation. Positive
evidence through data, and through interviews with
pharmacists, physicians and nurses, shows the following:
•	PLMR and the dialogue it entails between
pharmacists and physicians results in higher quality
medication reconciliation decision-making;
•	PLMR affords more time for nurses to provide direct
nursing care to residents;

QUALITY & INNOVATION AWARDS 2018

•	PLMR, especially when combined with automated
medication cabinets, results in faster, more efficient
“time to first dose” of medications for long-term
care residents;

homes today. In contrast, if pharmacist-led medication
reconciliation were used over 50,000 admissions and readmissions in Ontario, projections show it could free up
150,000 hours of registered staff time.

•	PLMR results in more medications being discontinued
and in fewer residents taking unnecessary
medications. Financially, this translates into direct
cost-savings for the province and for families paying
for medications; and

Other system-level benefits projected by the research show
that PLMR yielded 9% fewer prescriptions compared to
nurse-led medication reconciliation. This is an estimated
province-wide savings of more than $26 million per year
for the province if pharmacist-led medication reconciliation
were to be implemented across the entire sector.

•	The clinical pharmacy model including PLMR creates
additional system-level time and costing efficiencies
through the use of tele-pharmacy and Automated
Dispensing Cabinets.
The study also shows that it takes approximately four
hours of nursing time to complete nurse-led medication
reconciliation, which is the standard in long-term care

The vision of the Health Technology project is that PLMR
will be provided every time a long-term care resident goes
through a transition in Ontario. “We look forward to sharing
our process and tools with all LTC providers in the sector in
2019 so they can benefit from the outcomes proven by the
research study,” says Jenn Killing, Vice President of Quality
& Innovation at peopleCare Communities. LTCT
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Best New
Long-Term
Care Product
or Service of
the Year
Hospitality Furnishings
improves wheelchairaccess dining with its
height-adjustable table

D

ining areas are an important
hub for residents in long-term
care. Hospitality Furnishings
Canada Inc., recipient of the 2018
Best New Long-Term Care Product

or Service Award, was inspired to
improve the dining experience for
residents with the development of
its Elevation4 Wheelchair Accessible
Dining Table.

“There have been many variations of
height-adjustable tables designed for
wheelchair-access dining over the
years, but all of them had significant
limitations,” says Wayne Epp, President
of Hospitality Furnishings. “They didn’t
account for multiple diners, the depth
of the dining surface relative to
the size of the wheelchair, or the
diner themselves.”
Hospitality Furnishings set out to craft
a more functional and attractively
designed table that became the
Elevation4 Table. Each table is
composed of four individual surfaces
that can be adjusted for height and
depth through a system of ratcheting
hand tighteners and hydraulic lifts.
The result is an easily-adjustable
dining surface that can be lowered
and positioned to the ideal height and
depth for each user, held safely and
securely in place while enabling ample
leg room.
Elevation4 Tables have been installed
in many homes across Canada, where
Epp says they have contributed to the
quality of life for residents. “Staff love
the convenience of setting the table
specifically for each resident, and
we have seen it enhance the dining
experience for residents in many
ways. When we bring in a trial table,
the residents are immediately drawn
to it. They react with joy when they
are brought to their own ‘table.’” LTCT
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EMERGENCY CARE

Reducing emergency
department transfers
Early diagnosis and family education are key

O

ntario’s emergency departments and hospitals
have faced overcrowding pressures so severe that
last year the Premier established a special council
to look at addressing “hallway medicine.” Ontario’s longterm care homes have been looking at the best ways to
reduce the number of their residents who are sent to the
emergency department for care, both to reduce system
pressures and to protect the seniors in their care from a
stressful transfer and other risks of a hospital environment.
One long-term care home, Millennium Trail Manor in
Niagara Falls, was recently able to reduce their residents’
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visits to the hospital emergency department from 25% to
13% in just two years – a drop of almost 50%.
The catalyst for their reduction in emergency department
visits, says Administrator Lori Turcotte, was the addition of a
nurse practitioner (NP) to the clinical team in the home.
In 2015, Millennium Trail Manor submitted a successful
proposal to regional health authorities to hire a full-time
NP, Lois Barlow. The home already had an experienced
nursing team with critical care expertise and the ability
to manage more complex residents, and adding the

EMERGENCY CARE

NP expanded the home’s on-site abilities for diagnosis,
treatment, and clinical support for staff and families.
A significant part of the nurse practitioner’s role is finding
ways to keep residents in the home and avoid transfers to
the emergency department. This involves a two-pronged
approach: diagnosing and treating potential problems
early, and educating families who often want their loved
one taken to the hospital when it isn’t necessary.

Diagnosing and treating problems early
Having a full-time nurse practitioner means that the
staff have an on-site resource person they can contact
whenever they have concerns, and together they can
identify problems before they escalate to a stage that
needs hospital attention.
As one example, urinary tract infections were previously a
major cause of emergency department transfers. “We have
an early-detection system by watching for delirium,” says
Barlow. “Staff will come to me and say, ‘Something isn’t
quite right with Mr. Jones.’ We can then diagnose and treat
the urinary tract infection right away before it goes
any further.”
Another example is abdominal pain. While distressing,
it’s not uncommon for the underlying cause to be
constipation from medications such as narcotics. Providing
laxatives along with drugs known to cause constipation
can help reduce a resident’s discomfort as well as
concerns about the need for a visit to emergency.
The home’s medical director is a significant supporter
of having a nurse practitioner, says Lori Turcotte, as he
appreciates having someone on-site to manage day-to-day
concerns and allow the physicians to focus on the most
complex residents.

The home uses Choosing Wisely Canada’s resources to
explain alternatives to hospitalization, and the nursing
management team completes health care treatment
plans with residents that outline their wishes around
hospital admissions.
End of life is a sensitive time when families often ask for a
transfer to hospital. “It’s a very common reaction,” Barlow
explains. “But we help families understand that the hospital
would be a stressful environment, whereas we can manage
their loved one’s symptoms and create an opportunity for
them to say goodbye, to reflect, to be close to their loved
one at the end of life.”
Residents and their families can decide at any time that
they would rather go to the emergency department, and
that is their right. The ability to have open conversations
about the pros and cons, and for the family to agree to
stay at the home, comes down to trust. That trusting
relationship is built incrementally by the nursing leadership
team, says Lori Turcotte, through a regular meeting
schedule with families, through a planned series of
conversations and resource materials on the topic, and
through families’ access to a nurse practitioner who works
full-time at the home.
To read more on the Millennium Trail Manor success story,
read their profile on Health Quality Ontario’s website,
https://quorum.hqontario.ca. LTCT

We’re in it for the
Long-Term

Educating families
While transfer to the emergency department is appropriate
in some cases, families in long-term care often ask for
their loved one to be transferred for conditions that don’t
require hospital attention. They frequently believe that only
a hospital can diagnose, treat or manage the symptoms.
Starting at admission, Director of Care Diane Garrett begins
ongoing communication with families about their loved
one’s health concerns, which involves talking about what
level of clinical care the home can offer, and when it’s
appropriate to go to emergency. In particular, discussing
the pros and cons of emergency department visits is a
significant part of the nursing team’s role.
“We explain that a hospital, particularly a busy emergency
department, is not the best place for seniors who require
turning, positioning, incontinence care and total assistance
for activities of daily living,” says Barlow. “Their loved ones
are at risk of picking up organisms, of altered skin integrity,
and of increased confusion and behaviours when they
transfer to hospital.”

architects
www.garchitects.ca
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DIVERSITY
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W

hile much has been
done to help residents of
different backgrounds feel
comfortable in long-term care homes,
there remains room to grow when it
comes to creating safe and welcoming
experiences for those in the
LGBTQ+ community.
The Village of Winston Park is one of
many environments that is taking this
journey to heart. In recent years, the
Kitchener-based home has formalized
its efforts to make good on its owner
Schlegel Village’s commitment to
honouring diversity in long-term care
– specifically as it applies to residents’
sexuality/gender identity.
Their efforts began by partnering
with an LGBTQ+ organization called
Spectrum to conduct an education

Spring/Summer 2019

session with the home’s advisory
team. While hopes were high initially,
Winston Park General Manager Brad
Lawrence says it was clear they had
work to do.
“We were sure within months that we
would be putting the rainbow flags
on our doors. Then we learned that
many LGBTQ+ residents still feared
experiencing prejudice in long-term
care and were going back into the
closet. That made us put on the brakes
and really take the time to do
this right.”
What followed was a series of events
with Spectrum and an organization
called Community Justice Initiatives,
including a themed trivia night
focusing on the LGBTQ+ community,
a trip to Kitchener’s Pride festival, and

DIVERSITY

information sessions with members of
the LGBTQ+ community.
Looking at the home’s progress to
date, Lawrence says the journey has
been transformative for both residents
and staff – including Lawrence himself,
who came out officially to his team
and residents. “I realized that if I wasn’t
comfortable sharing that, how could I
expect our residents to be? It was a bit
nerve-wracking, but the response was
positive and I’m glad I did it.”
Winston Park continues to work with
their LGBTQ+ community partners
on activities within the home. “People
are responding positively and the
messages are being heard. We hope
to be hanging those rainbow flags
by summer,” says Lawrence, adding,
“It’s not that we’ve never focused on

these issues before, but now we’re
all a bit more aware and equipped to
make everyone feel comfortable and
welcome when they come to stay
with us.”
When asked for advice for other
homes on the same journey, Lawrence
says it’s important to take it slow, avoid
overwhelming residents and staff, and
understand that it is a work in progress.
“You don’t know who is going to walk
through those doors to work here
or live here. Our population changes
all the time, so there will never be a
point where we can say for certain
that we’ve done our job. All we can
do is keep working to foster a diverse
community, be aware of our culture,
and take action when issues
come up.” LTCT

The Ontario Centres for
Learning, Research &
Innovation in Long-Term Care
(CLRI) develop and identify
resources to help homes with
their efforts to support diversity.
Visit clri-ltc.ca/diversity.
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

A new app helps to save time and
improve data accuracy: DOCit

38

ong-term care organizations are cutting-edge
innovators in the development of digital technology
to help improve care for their residents and the wellbeing of their staff.

L

app used by frontline workers to improve communication,
scheduling, documentation, reporting practices, and
quality of care. In 2018, their efforts earned them a place
on the honour roll of the Ontario Health Minister’s Medal.

Kitchener’s Trinity Village is a perfect example. The longterm care home formed a partnership with VitalHub, a
health care technology company, to develop a mobile

The story began back in 2017, when Trinity Village
decided to participate in MaRS’s Innovation Partnership
Procurement by Co-Design program. They issued a
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challenge for tech companies, asking for a digital solution
to help nursing staff, personal support workers, and other
frontline workers be more efficient and cut through the
busy work that can often dominate their day-to-day
experience.

Trinity and VitalHub consulted with staff to get them on
board with using the app and to generate ideas to make
it as user-friendly as possible. Trinity Village also spoke
with residents and family councils to explain the app and
manage expectations.

More than 10 applicants vied for the innovative opportunity.
“We selected Toronto’s VitalHub because they were
committed to building software from the ground up for
what we were trying to achieve,” says Trinity Village’s Chief
Operating Officer, Debby Riepert. “They understood what
we wanted and the complex environment in which we
operate.”

“The phones don’t have SIM cards to connect them
to outside networks, so they aren’t used for any other
purpose than DOCit,” explains Riepert. “Even so, we knew
some of our residents would wonder why staff were typing
away at their devices, so we put posters around the home
to say ‘This is what you’re going to be seeing, this is what
staff are doing, and here’s what the app looks like.’ It was
important to keep everyone informed.”
An initial pilot program showed very promising outcomes,
such as saving personal support workers an average of 23
minutes per shift and registered practical nurses an average
of 1.5 hours per shift. Moreover, using the app was shown
to improve data accuracy by 30%.
“We saw a lot more efficiency and a significant reduction of
errors when it came to entering resident information and
keeping track of all the varying schedules,” Riepert says.
“Using the app always gave us a clearer picture of what was
going on within the home and how effective our team was
at doing their daily tasks.”
The pilot’s success encouraged Trinity and VitalHub to
make the app available to all long-term care homes. They
were awarded a total of $50,000 from MaRS Procurement
by Co-Design which they used towards their efforts.

The DOCit app smartphone interface.

The partners envisioned a mobile app that would give
their frontline staff access to real-time and up-to-date
information through mobile devices. “We wanted to give
our staff the ability to have all their relevant information at
their fingertips, so they didn’t have to go to their desk, the
communication book, or other physical sheets every time
they needed to know something,” says Riepert.
The team took all the information that frontline staff
typically need and put it into the new app, called DOCit,
so that when staff started their day they knew exactly what
they were doing and what was expected of them. The app
also helps them keep tabs on situations as they develop.
“If there’s a medical condition that needs a closer look, or
dementia-related behaviours that are starting to worsen
– all that information can be communicated so that
everyone is working off the same real-time information,”
says Riepert. For example, if personal support workers
observe something that needs attention, they can send a
digital prompt to the nursing staff, and that prompt stays
red on the nursing staff’s action list in the app until it is
dealt with. This is much easier and faster, says Riepert, than
trying to track down people by phone or in person.

Feedback from staff has been equally promising. After six
weeks of use, the home’s staff gave the app a satisfaction
rating of nine out of 10.
Other organizations are now showing interest in exploring
DOCit for their homes. At the same time, Trinity and
VitalHub will be leveraging MaRS’s support to enhance
DOCit even further, so that staff can track and assess even
more information that will enhance care and quality of life
for their residents. LTCT
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ASK THE EXPERT

Dr. Jess Goodman

Tara Cohen

Q. T here is growing interest in medical

marijuana in long-term care. How should
long-term care homes proceed?

The legalization of recreational marijuana in Canada has
sparked interest in the expanded use of medical marijuana
as well.
To begin, there is reason to believe that medical marijuana
can play a key role in enriching the lives of Canada’s
aging demographic. Science is racing ahead with new
discoveries about how cannabinoids (CBD) within the
plant react with CB1 and CB2 receptors throughout the
body’s central nervous system to regulate things like pain,
appetite, sleeping habits, and mood.
Medical marijuana use has been shown to help alleviate
some symptoms associated with dementia in a way that
gives users a higher quality of life without suppressing
their ability to function, as can happen with antipsychotic,
opiate and benzodiazepine medications. The evidence is
promising but far from conclusive.
It’s vital that the long-term care sector proceeds with
the caution and care it gives to prescribing any other
potent medication. After all, not all residents are going
to be appropriate for treatment, such as those with
cardiovascular issues, uncontrolled psychosis, or drug
42
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dependency issues. That’s why it’s important to involve
physicians, nursing staff, and loved ones in assessing each
resident’s current state, past history, and ability to tolerate
medical marijuana safely. When using medical marijuana
containing THC, the psychoactive effects of the THC could
very well create a higher risk of falls, promote negative
behaviours, or otherwise create additional risk. Therefore,
it’s essential to begin with small doses and titrate up as
appropriate to both monitor and manage these effects.
Titrating slowly with CBD-containing medical marijuana oil
and introducing THC only if necessary is a simple and safe
strategy.
As part of the treatment, it’s critical to continue monitoring
residents who use medical marijuana. That means
knowing the person, documenting reactions, and adjusting
treatment accordingly. The Ontario Long Term Care
Association has partnered with Canopy Growth to conduct
a pilot study around the use of medical marijuana in longterm care, and that important work will help us to refine
these criteria.
Finally, I worked with a resident in her early 90s who
was overwhelmed with a sense of malaise and general
discomfort and was seeking my help in administering
a medically assisted death. I suggested she try medical
marijuana, and after she agreed, we conducted an initial
assessment and then trialed her on a CBD-dominant strain.
She gradually became more social, more engaged with
the staff, and started conveying a much greater satisfaction
with her life. When medical marijuana is used appropriately,
the impact can be considerable.
- Dr. Jess Goodman is President of MedMarijuanaRx

ASK THE EXPERT

Q. H ow can long-term care professionals learn
to cope with grief when residents die?

Whether it’s a team member’s first day in a home or their
20th year on the floor, the loss of an individual in their care
can produce strong and unpredictable emotions despite
best efforts to appear “professional” or unmoved by
the loss.
While our human instinct is to put up our defences and
“put on a brave face,” it’s more beneficial in the long run to
learn how to build our resilience and learn to accept and
honour our grief.
Grief is the price we pay for caring about people. We
need to recognize it and grow from it. Resilience means
making peace with the inevitability of death and illness in a
long-term care home; practising self-care to keep yourself
physically and mentally prepared for these occurrences;
developing healthy coping strategies; and recognizing that
grief is always changing.
Practising mindfulness is one way to build resilience
because when we identify and accept our emotions, we
can become better at working through them. Resilience
can also be nurtured by the workplace through external
support, which for long-term care professionals may
include education and awareness training that helps to
normalize grief in the workplace; peer support for grief
through open discussions at work, peer guides and

Broker of Record, President

Broker, Vice President

Broker of Record, President

Broker, Vice President

60 years experience

60 years experience

mentoring newer staff; and support through access to
social workers and formal rituals around a resident’s death
that give staff an opportunity to acknowledge and mourn
the person they cared for.
Finally, remember to be kind to yourself. The more you
practise self-care for your wellness, the more equipped you
will be processing grief. That self-care includes learning to
change your perspective, using gratitude practices, setting
realistic goals, celebrating success, fostering meaningful
relationships, practising compassion, and accepting that
we are all empathetic and compassionate people trying to
do our best.
Death is a natural part of life in long-term care. The more
homes can help staff build their resilience, the more adept
staff will be at managing these difficult times.
- Tara Cohen is a Social Worker with
the Champlain Hospice Palliative Care Program

Ask the Expert is generously sponsored by
Arjo Canada, Cardinal Health Canada, and
Essity Canada, the Corporate Alliance Partners of
the Ontario Long Term Care Association. The opinions and information contained in Ask the Expert
are solely those of the author(s) and not reviewed
or endorsed by the sponsors.
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This is Long Term Care 2018 conference
Showcasing quality and innovation
The Ontario Long Term Care Association’s fall
conference, This is Long Term Care, is the long-term
care sector’s go-to fall event. With a primary focus
on research, quality, and innovation, this premier
conference is where homes can learn more about
the latest best practices and emerging ideas to help
enhance both quality of care and quality of life for
their residents. They are joined by senior policymakers, researchers, and innovators who share their
motivation to find new approaches to care.
The 2018 conference, held November 14-16 in
Toronto, included sessions on falls prevention,
medication reconciliation, palliative care, managing
behaviours, and creating environments to support

LGBTQ+ and Indigenous diversity, just to highlight a
few. In the evening, the OLTCA’s annual Awards Gala
paid tribute to dedicated and caring long-term care
staff who have been change agents in their homes
and in the lives of their residents.
In 2019, the Association’s fall This is Long Term Care
conference will offer more than ever before. OLTCA
has joined forces with the international Global Ageing
Network to create an expanded and enhanced event
that will bring together best practices and ideas from
around the world. Mark your calendars now to plan
to be in Toronto from September 17-19, 2019.
Want to know more? Contact us at info@oltca.com
and join the mailing list for conference updates.

Christine Elliott,
Ontario Minister of
Health and LongTerm Care, with
OLTCA Board Chair
Dan Kaniuk at
This is Long Term
Care 2018.

The trade show offered multiple opportunities for conversations,
activities, and giveaways, making it the go-to place for delegates.
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This is Long Term Care’s sessions aim to be both informative and
engaging, providing delegates with a memorable experience.

TOGETHER WE CARE 2018

A delegate favourite, the Innovators’ Den, is modelled after
TV’s Dragons’ Den, with long-term care leaders asking tough
questions as the “dragons.”

The Association’s
annual awards program,
nicknamed “the Oscars of
long-term care,” honours
the dedicated, caring, and
professional staff who
are making a difference.
At right, a moment of
surprise and celebration;
below, the ResidentCentred Home of the Year
Award is presented by
members of the Ontario
Association of Residents’
Councils (seated) who
selected the winning
home, Revera’s Longfields
Manor. See their story on
page 16.

The Ontario Long Term Care Association’s three Corporate Alliance Partners (Arjo, Cardinal Health, and Essity) and Strategic Alliance Partner
(Centre for Aging + Brain Health Innovation) provide additional support to the Association and its membership.
www.oltca.com
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Ready, Set...

Partner with us for your fast track to success!
Our winning products and services include:
•
•
•
•
•

Magazines
Directories
Show Guides
Events
Supplements

•
•
•
•
•

Profiles
Buyers Guides
E-Newsletters
Custom Content Marketing
Social Media

Contact us today at
www.mediaedge.ca or Robert Thompson 647-494-4229

•
•
•
•
•

Blogs
E-Books & White Pages
Website Ad Sales
Video
Sponsorship Sales

LONG TERM CARE
SPRING/SUMMER 2019
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ARCHITECT
G architects ............................................. 35

CONSULTING DIETICIANS
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LAUNDRY SERVICES
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HDR Architecture Associates Inc. .....29

DIETARY/FOOD SERVICES
The Greenbelt Fund .............................45

LEGAL SERVICES
Sherrard Kuzz LLP ................................. 22

EDUCATION
UBC Master of Health Leadership
and Policy (MHLP) ...............................17

Torkin Manes LLP .................................. 41

www.garchitects.ca
www.hdrinc.com

ARCHITECTS, BUILDING
PLANNERS & ENGINEERS
G architects ............................................. 35

www.garchitects.ca

BATHING
ConfortMedic Technologies Inc. ...... 14

www.confortmedic.ca

SFI Medical Equipment
Solutions Inc. .......................................20

www.barkerblagrave.com
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www.mhlp.ubc.ca

FABRICARE & LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT
Dalex Canada Inc. ................................. 32

www.dalex.ca

www.sfimedical.com

FACILITY MAINTENANCE
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BEDS
SFI Medical Equipment
Solutions Inc. .......................................20

FALLS PREVENTION
Carefoam Inc. ........................... 14, Video

www.sfimedical.com

www.vaportek.ca

www.carefoam.com

www.coinamatic.com

www.sherrardkuzz.com
www.torkinmanes.com

MATTRESSES
SFI Medical Equipment
Solutions Inc. .......................................20

www.sfimedical.com

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
Human Care Canada Inc. ...................29

www.humancaregroup.com

Medco Equipment, Inc. ....................... 10

www.medcoequipment.com

MEDICATION SYSTEMS
Manrex Ltd. ............................................. 18

Jaide Products Inc. ............................... 21

www.manrex.com

FOOD SERVICES
Barker Blagrave & Associates ............. 22

MOBILE X-RAY AND
ULTRASOUND SERVICES
StL Diagnostic Imaging ........................29

COMMERCIAL GAS SERVICES
Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc. ........... 41

FURNITURE
SFI Medical Equipment
Solutions Inc. .......................................20

NUTRITION AND CULINARY
SERVICES CONSULTING
J. Oulton & Associates .........................39

COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY
EQUIPMENT
Harco Co. Ltd. ........................................20

HOUSEKEEPING &
LAUNDRY SERVICES
Sunshine Building Maintenance ........ 33

ODOR CONTROL
Newtech/Div of Herder & Assoc. ......36

CONCENTRATE JUICE PRODUCTS
Damon Industries (Canada) Ltd. ........45

LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT
Onward Commercial
Laundry Equipment. .....................26-27

CEILING LIFTS
ConfortMedic Technologies Inc. ...... 14

www.confortmedic.ca

CLEANING & DISINFECTION
Intersteam Technologies .....................29

www.intersteam.com

www.enbridgegas.com

www.harcoco.com

www.fruitful.ca

www.jaideproducts.com

www.barkerblagrave.com

www.sfimedical.com

www.commercialjanitorialservices.ca

www.taappliance.com

www.stlimaging.ca

www.joultonandassociates.com

www.vaportek.ca

PATIENT CARE PRODUCTS
Human Care Canada Inc. ...................29

www.humancaregroup.com

PATIENT LIFTING
ConfortMedic Technologies Inc. ...... 14

www.confortmedic.ca
www.oltca.com
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PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY
Spectrum Cannabis ....Inside Back Cover

www.spectrumcannabis.com

WeedMD .................................................. 15

www.weedmd.com

PHARMACIES
Classic Care
Pharmacy .............Outside Back Cover

www.classiccare.ca

GeriatRx Pharmacy Inc. ....................... 37

www.geriatrx.com

Medical Pharmacies
Group Limited .......................................11

www.medicalpharmacies.com

National Pharmacy ............................... 23

www.nationalpharmacy.ca

Sobeys National Pharmacy Group ..... 9

www.sobeyspharmacy.com

PHARMACY
Heritage Pharmacy ...............................43

www.heritagepharmacy.ca

PHARMACY SERVICES
Rexall health Solutions ........................... 6

www.rexallhealthsolutions.ca

PHYSIOTHERAPY SERVICES
Achieva Health ....................................... 13

www.achievahealth.ca

REAL ESTATE
N.S. Smith Real Estate Ltd. ..................43

www.smithrealestate.ca

SKIN CARE
SC Johnson Professional ....................30

www.scjp.com

STEAM CLEANING EQUIPMENT
Intersteam Technologies .....................29

www.intersteam.com

THERAPEUTIC SWINGS
& ACCESSORIES
WhisperGLIDE Swing Co. LLC ..... Insert

www.whisperglide.com

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
Crestline Coach Ltd ................................ 5

www.crestlinecoach.com

Girardin Ontario Inc. ............................. 31

www.girardin.com
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Ontario is
getting older
By 2041, 1 in every 4 people will be over 65.
So, Spectrum Cannabis is partnering with the
OLTCA to learn how medical cannabis could
replace other, less-desirable therapeutics for
both pain and cognitive function.

Ask us about our
long-term care program
Medical@SpectrumCannabis.com

Your Partner in Elevating
the Standard for Care
| Professional expertise
| Leading-edge technology
| Customer Service Excellence

Visit www.classiccare.ca

